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Perspective Over Nightmares. 
  

Here’s a very quick reminder about that rare, valuable thing we call “perspective.” 
  

2020, so far:  a market wrestling with its latest nightmare. 

 
  

That terribly jagged picture does capture how we’ve felt so far this year, doesn’t it?  The Wuhan Virus has 
been pure Bad News, and the market’s speculating crowd (which is entirely responsible for that picture, 
as it’s entirely responsible for all near-term market behavior) can’t figure out exactly how bad this “Bad 
News” will be.  We don’t feel good about its current position (up 3%) because we all know—speculators 
and investors alike—that there are more shoes to drop before the end of this year’s nightmare.  There 
will be bad ripple effects, spreading from China’s partly-halted economy, and it’s truly hard to analyze just 
how much pain those ripples will bring; and the central nightmare of the disease itself may very well have 
more to chapters to unfold. 
  
Still, let’s back up and look at the last 12 months, instead of 6 weeks. 

  
The market’s anxious 12 months:  Trade War Nightmare (green), then Virus Nightmare (red) 



 
  
Hmm.  That last Nightmare—the Trade War Nightmare—put us through the wringer over and over 
again, didn’t it?  And its terrible, jagged whipsaws must have made us feel a lot worse than the Virus 
whipsaw, just measuring their sheer size and sharpness.  But somehow the world economy survived—
emphatically led by the U.S. economy—and somehow the cuts and bruises we absorbed have not only 
healed but almost been forgotten (unless we investors made the really terrible mistake of letting the 
market frighten us out of good positions.)  
  
Here's our last picture. 
The market’s anxious 3 years:  Virus Nightmare, Trade War Nightmare, Commodity Plunge Nightmare 



 
  

Pardon all those red-circled Nightmares.  But they do their job, don’t they?  They find “Perspective” where 
it usually lurks, backstage and ignored, and place it where it belongs:  front and center, right before our 
eyes.  
  
There’s the market, up 43% despite three anxiety-riddled years of one Nightmare after 
another.  Why?  Outlook’s clients and friends know perfectly well:  because Main Street keeps working 
while Wall Street flits from one horrified feeling of impending doom to the next.  Main Street isn’t 
completely immune to anxiety or even horror . . . but it’s a great deal more inclined to glance at Wall 
Street’s passing nightmares, shrug and keep grinding forward, than to be paralyzed by them.  That is the 
true perspective on how the world works—and it always helps to remind ourselves of it. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


